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not knowing your eternity within you…you are very poor

you can achieve everything on the outside

but you have not even tasted yourself

you have not tasted the bliss…the beauty…your inner treasure…

everything is worthless if you do not even know who you are

you are life itself

you are the highest peak of evolution of existence

this life that has been given to you

has raised itself to the highest potential

you are not only human but you are divine

to understand this divineness within you…

to see this inner being of light…

just a single taste of it…

and you will realise…

what all the masters have been saying

what all the buddhas have been indicating to you

pointing this finger to the moon

you are a being of light 

pure light…reflected…is you

find your immortal being

just see this simple message

how can you go on chasing dreams ?

these dreams are not yours

these dreams have been given to you from the outside

all these thoughts that you are carrying

have been fed to you from the outside

you have to become this…

this is your destiny…

you need to achieve this… 

and a thousand and one goals are given to you

by your family…your friends…the society…the governments…

your inner contentment…

you are filled with it when you are home

just come back home

be filled with your silent presence

and see the beauty of this utter let go

no struggle

no desire

no dreams

just life pulsating within you

this experience is the simplest experience possible

for everything else you need to do… 

you need to add…

you need to become…

for this experience you do not need anything

you do not even need yourself

that is why it is truth

when this body…this mind…this dreaming will fall

what will remain is a silent presence

you will come and you will go

this body will come and it will go

your thoughts and dreams and desires are continuously moving

see the unmoving space within you

that which will remain when you have gone

this is the search of the mystic

how to become more and more deeply acquainted

with your presence…

not with the person…the persona...

its mind…its dreaming

but who you are in your essential being

who are you ?

what is your real nature ?

that which will survive…that is your eternity
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